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MAN

For a strong and dynamic lifestyle.

A practical, elegant and quality line.
For the man who is looking for a dynamic
and determined solution in hair and
beard products.
The advent of what surely can be
considered “The new cosmetics for Man”,
targeted and specific for the various
man’s needs.
Our line is divided into:
Black packaging for the hair line.
Red packaging for the beard
and body line.

HAIR
Line

Our Man line was born from over 50
years of experience in making specific
products of highest quality.
Thanks to the knowledge and the use
of such essentials oils as propolis,
aloe and many other raw materials
that have always been our pride and
flagship.

Fall lotion

Greasy lotion

Dandruff lotion

Our fall lotion helps in hair loss prevention.
The substances contained in it help to keep
the scalp in optimal hygienic condition,
stimulating and allowing the hair to retain
their natural nourishment.
With yarrow extract, the thyme essential oil
and other essential oils, this lotion has a
stimulating effect on the scalp, accelerates
the renewal and nourishes the follicle.

Our greasy lotion is a sebum balancing lotion
to be used as a pre-wash in case of sebum
excess. It brings a purifying action on the
scalp removing the impurities and oiliness,
without interfering with normal organic
functions.

Our dandruff lotion is a soothing lotion in oil,
indicated for the dandruff treatment.
Removes delicately the dry particles of
dandruff.
Contains thyme and lavender essential oils,
both with excellent fungicidal actions.

Fall shampoo

Greasy shampoo

Dandruff shampoo

Our fall shampoo is a washing complex
that helps in hair loss prevention.
Its stimulating action and the essential oils
which it contains place it at the highest
qualitative level in case of hair loss on
fair skin.

This shampoo cleanses the hair and
balances the scalp effectively.
Removes sebum excess thanks to such
components contained in the formula as
lemon, elderberry and lavender essential oils.

Our dandruff shampoo is a washing complex
with high purifying properties, cleansers and
emollients.
Its regular use helps to reduce and to totally
remove the dandruff.
Contains thyme and lavender essential oils,
both with excellent fungicidal actions.

FINISH

Antibacterial cream

Delicate shampoo

Our antibacterial cream is indicated as a
pre-wash in cases of dandruff and reddened
scalp. It is an excellent skin protector as
defends the epidermis and its annexes
against any tissue damage deriving from
environmental factors. The collagen,
contained in this cream, it is in fact a basic
substance of connective tissue.

Particularly ductile and balanced washing
complex.
Its use keeps the balance of the scalp
unaltered, leaving the hair soft and shiny.

Conditioner

Silver shampoo

Strong gel

Delicate emulsion to use after shampoo.
With its softening action gives the hair
volume, softness and shine.

Silver shampoo is a cosmetic product
indicated for removing yellow and strawcolored pigments from white, gray or grizzled
hair.

Our strong gel shapes your hair like never
before, defining it with precise and brilliant
shapes.

Line

A high performance line with visible
results from the first application.
Natural vegetable oils, aloe and
panthenol are the main elements
of this line, flavored with a targeted
fragrance for men.

Normal gel
Our normal gel improves the hold of the free
hairstyles. Styles your hair like never before.
Perfect for obtaining the “wet effect”: does not
greases, does not weigh down, leaves no
residue.
Alcohol-free.

Plastic gel

Black gel

Strong shiny wax

Normal shiny wax

Instantly easier to style hair, extra strong hold
and volume.
Suitable for shaping or accentuating
individual strands.

Black gel is a modeling gel that gives an
intense touch of color to the hair, making it
shiny, protected and defined.
Does not contain alcohol and leaves no
residue.

Exceptional hold and high definition of the
hair makes this shiny wax a valuable product
in cosmetic-barber field.
One in a kind, defines without leaving
residues on the hair. Our glossy wax ensures
a strong hold sculpted definition with a super
bright finish and long-lasting effect.

The texture of this glossy wax makes this
finish product timeless.
Easy to use, it leaves hair defined lightly,
conferring it brilliance.
Suitable for both short and medium-long
cuts.

Spray gel

Silver gel

Fluid gel

Our spray gel is a modern no gas gel,
ideal as finish product for modern
hairstyles.
The rain effect improves the shape and
the design of the hairstyles.
Gives a pleasant wet effect, without
weighing down the hair.
To be applied on dry hair.

Our silver gel is formulated to fight the
yellowish shades.
Thanks to its violet color it makes the white
and gray hair more luminous.

Our fluid gel makes hair supple, giving style
and shine.
Applying even while drying working the
hair with your hands, then proceed with the
desired drying.

Normal matte wax

Opaque wax easy at distributing that leaves
hair defined and soft, but at the same time
that allows you to get “upside down” hair
style whenever you want.

BEARD
Line

Pre-shave cream
Pre-shave cream specific for delicate skin.
This cream prevents redness and irritation
on the sensitive skin.

Whether it’s black or red, enjoy the
moment, experience the products,
embody the spirit of Fisio man!

Strong matte wax

Beard shampoo

The composition of this wax, made with a mix
of natural waxes gives a very great hold and
definition to the hair.
An incredible texture formula in its kind.
Our matte wax with strong hold builds and
creates your look with sharp and welldefined shapes, ensuring long-lasting effect.

Our beard shampoo gently removes
impurities and unpleasant smells from the
beard.
Refreshes, hydrates and prevents dryness.
Illuminates and protects the beard, leaving it
pleasantly scented and soft.

After-shave cream

Pre-shave gel

The after-shave balm protects and
soothes the skin. Its fluid and light texture
moisturizes and refreshes the skin.
Suitable for all skin types.

Specific gel to soften the beard.
Creates a barrier effect by facilitating
the sliding of the razor on the beard.
Optimizes shaving by reducing
redness and irritations.

Beard smoothing cream

After shave spray

Treats dry, bristly beard, leaving it soft and
shiny.
This silky cream smooths the beard
avoiding the formation of nodes.

Protects and perfumes the skin. Its fluid and
light texture hydrates and refreshes the skin.
Suitable for all skin types.

BODY
Line

The careful attention to the detail,
the attractive and practical
packaging, the satisfaction of the
senses empowers our line to be
described as “An explosive mix
of energy, vitality, vigor, care and
hospitality, which allows us to give
big satisfactions to the man who
relies on our products.”

Your - man perfume
Your is dedicated to elegance and style of
the Italian man.
A combination of olfactory notes that portray
the Italian Latin lover, universal icon of sex
appeal and irresistible tenderness.

Shower gel
Ideal for a fresh and fragrant shower.
Tones the skin leaving it hydrated.
A true feeling of well-being.

Why choosing Fisiocosmetica

By concentrating decades of our experience, acquired from collaborations both in the East and in the West, in this line we express elegance with
tradition and innovation.
When we invite you through the slogan to “Take your time”, we want you to appreciate every little detail of Fisiolinea.
Like the slow motion created specifically to give the bottle the right time to come out of the protective tube!

The goal of our company is to take care of hair, face
and body. It is therefore important to be constantly
searching for the very latest news in cosmetic and
dermatology sectors. Development is performed,
carried out and controlled also thanks to a group
of external national and international partners.
Customers, “Partners” with whom we collaborate in
synergy for the development of each new product.

Our formulations have a very high Natural Essential
Oils and Vegetable Extracts concentration.
For any connoisseur of cosmetology this aspect
ensures each of our formulas to be placed at the
top of quality sector.

Formulations

Microbiological control

Quality control

Frequent productions

Natural products

Research and development

The purity of the purchased raw materials, the
simplicity of use, the transparency and security
with which we make FISIOLINEA, are the key
elements of every production of ours. We succeed
with our over 50 years of experience in the sector,
to optimize the purchases of the best raw materials.
Periodically we make control tests on the water, in
spite its excellent quality.

We produce so frequently to always have fresh
products available; having Natural Essential
Oils as components of many products it is very
important.
This freshness is in fact perceptible in each
treatment.

Ritual

Family

First thing, we check the scalp and hair to figure
out whether the follicle is light or reddened.
Then we apply the most suitable specific lotion.
After that we proceed with the application of the
shampoo, rinse it and apply the specific vial
or make the restructuring mask.

Family for us is an important word.
In running our company we are inspired by this
institution and its values. Like in a family, we
are committed to doing things right, choosing
commercial and functional methods just as
ethical and professional logics. “Quality and
elegance” have always distinguished us.

FISIOLINEA is a microbiologically and
bacteriologically tested at an external analysis
laboratory line; for pride and not for obligation.
But this allows us to assure you that with the use
of our products you will never have bacterial
aggression nor allergic irritations.

Highlighting the fact that our product is natural is
very simple for us.
In fact, each production can differ from another
in its density, intensity of the perfume, the
tonality of its color. Obviously, in imperceptible,
but verifiable way. We are not adding, in fact,
thickeners nor dyes to our productions, which
are the result of mixing of various natural raw
materials.
Products can be affected during production, by
atmospheric influence agents as well as a
vegetable or a fruit.

Packaging

Absolutely unique, practical and original.
Aimed at making perceive the highest quality level.
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